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Kundalini Yoga is a physical and meditative discipline that helps in strengthening the communication
between oneâ€™s mind and body. This is done by focusing chakras to generate Kundalini energy that
remains dormant within our body. Regular practice of this form of yoga helps in boosting energy
levels, feeling healthier, happier, relaxed, and more creative. It mainly emphasizes discovering
yourself; and as you connect within, your mind and body open up to experience new heights of
peace, joy, and love that you may have never felt before.

Maya Fiennes is an avid Kundalini Yoga practitioner and admits that this form of yoga was initially
kept â€œsecretâ€• from the west until 1969 when it was introduced by Yogi Bhajan.  Bhajan travelled from
India to share this practice. Although Macedonian born, Fiennes has learned to create a unique
style of meditation and Kundalini Yoga for modern living, which is purely based on Yogi Bhajanâ€™s
initial teachings. Trained as a classical pianist, Maya Fiennes performed at private recitals. She
received a critical acclaim for her debut album known as, â€œCross of Silence,â€• and for her dazzling
virtuosity. She practices all forms of yoga and learned Kundalini Yoga under Shiv Charan Singh in
London at Karam Kriya School. Maya Fiennes Kundalini Yoga is taught with her original music
played in the background to make the learning atmosphere more tranquil and joyous.

Maya Fiennesâ€™ teachings and classes are broadcast regularly throughout the United States and
Canada on Fit TV and also on the Body in Balance channel aired in Western Europe. The DVD box
set, Kundalini Yoga by Maya Fiennes makes it easy for beginners to start changing their life â€“ right at
home! Each of the DVDs offers a 50 minute session that is dedicated to opening the chakras found
in the lower spine. Maya Fiennes focuses on different meditation techniques and forms for each
chakra that combines modern and ancient methods. Besides this, Maya Fiennes Kundalini Yoga
DVDs and CDs are very popular worldwide. 

You can buy Maya Fiennes Kundalini Yoga DVDs, CDs, and books directly from an online
superstore known as Yoga Technology. They offer a huge variety of Kundalini Yoga products at
very affordable rates. You can enjoy the ease of safe and secure online shopping from the comfort
of your home. Yoga Technology also offers some special bulk discounts as well as great shipping
terms. They accept all credit cards and their products are shipped within 1-2 business days. For
more information about them and their products, please visit http://www.yogatech.com.
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Gabriel Robinson - About Author:
Maya Fiennes is an avid yoga enthusiast and a yoga practitioner.She follows a maya fiennes
kundalini yoga, which brings the spirit and body together as one and she has been researching on it
for many years. a maya fiennes assist practitioners in maintaining good body condition and help
them practice yoga in proper way.
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